
Editorial

Statistical modelling: essentially, all models are
wrong, but some are useful

Review series on statistical modelling

This editorial refers to Introduction to statistical mod-

elling: linear regression, by Mark Lunt, on pages

1137�40 and Introduction to Statistical modelling 2:

categorical variables and interactions in linear regres-

sion, by Mark Lunt, on pages 1141�44.

In rheumatology research, we are often interested in the

association between multiple factors and an outcome. For

example, with the current focus on individualized health

care, we are interested in predicting the outcome of a

specific treatment based on a set of variables. In this situ-

ation, basic statistical methods based on stratifying data

on (co-)variables are often no longer sufficient because

with multiple predictors, strata become too small to

obtain meaningful results and statistical modelling be-

comes necessary.

The advantage of statistical modelling is that it results in

a regression model that compactly represents the analysis

results (i.e. as one function). However, it comes at the cost

of extra assumptions. Another disadvantage is that the

models used or the interpretation of the regression coef-

ficients may not be well understood by the intended audi-

ence or even the user [1].

In this era of computationally powerful, widely available

and user-friendly statistical software, statistical modelling

is now a possibility for many of us without the necessary

input from a statistician or methodologist. In fact, access

to a statistician might be more limited than access to stat-

istical software in many situations. Training of (clinical) re-

searchers is therefore imperative.

In this issue of Rheumatology, Mark Lunt contributes to

this training by reviewing an often-used modelling tech-

nique: linear regression [2]. Given that in rheumatology our

outcomes are often continuous in nature (although we

sometimes categorize them), this is often an appropriate

statistical model. The focus of his discussion is, appropri-

ately, on the practical application of linear regression.

Importantly, as assumptions need to be satisfied for

valid modelling results, Lunt also discusses how to verify

these assumptions as a vital part of the analysis, which is

probably often neglected [1].

Moreover, a model is always a simplification of the truth

because it is unlikely that all variables related to the out-

come, including variables that can confound the associ-

ation under study (confounders), are included in the

analysis or even measured in the study and that the

actual (causal) relations follow the linear model perfectly.

Hence, the famous remark by statistician, George E. P.

Box: ‘Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are

useful’ [3].

Our models should result in clinically useful prediction

or improved understanding of how factors relate to each

other. Therefore, an understanding of the regression func-

tion (as the main result of the analysis) is crucial. In the

review by Lunt, the interpretation of this regression func-

tion is clearly explained using an example from the

Journal.

More generally, regression models should be tailored by

the researcher to suit the specific question. For questions

regarding prediction, prognosis or diagnosis, or a ques-

tion regarding causality, that is, related to the effect of

treatment or an aetiological factor, modelling can all be

relevant; however, the specific modelling strategy might

be different.

Even when using statistical modelling, the total number

of possible variables and possibilities in make-up of our

models is often too large to test them all in our data sets.

For instance, a variable may be used in the model as con-

tinuous but also as categorical (i.e. a grouping variable). It

might also be of interest to test whether the effect of a

variable is different between categories of another vari-

able (i.e. interaction or effect modification). Both issues

will be discussed in the second review of this series [4].

Decisions about which variables to evaluate in the model-

ling process should therefore be taken actively by the re-

searcher and guided by clinical expertise. They should

usually not be left to mechanical algorithms as often pre-

sent in statistical software (i.e. forward or backward vari-

able selection strategies), which are usually based purely

on statistical significance [5, 6].

Lunt also touches on the distinction between statistical

significance testing and estimation using 95% CIs, the

latter being more informative. Furthermore, when we are

interested in a combination of variables that best predicts

the outcome, formal statistical significance of all variables

in the model might be less important [6]. If we simply add

a variable to a model to adjust for confounding, we would

probably leave this factor in even if it is not statistically

significant; it might still influence the (regression coeffi-

cient of the) association of interest. In this case also, we

are guided by the specific research question and it is also

related to the sample size needed. When developing the

design of a study and building a model for analysis, graph-

ical presentation of the variables and how they are
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(hypothesized to be) related to each other and the out-

come can therefore be helpful [7].

Thus, developing a good model requires familiarity with

the prerequisites and interpretation of statistical models

as well as with the clinical subject matter. Previous know-

ledge about the question at hand and expert opinion

should be used when developing such a model. In this

regard, statistical modelling is an art rather than only a

science, just like medicine.

Importantly, even if models are built well, there is always

the risk of over-fitting them, so that the model explains the

observed data well but performs much less well in a new

but similar situation. Before applying the models in clinical

practice, for example in prognostication or treatment se-

lection, they should always be validated [8, 9]. Not only

should internal validation, for instance using bootstrap-

ping, be done as a minimum, but also external validation

should be done by applying the prediction score (based

on the regression function) to new (similar) data and then

comparing predicted outcomes with observed outcomes.

As a clinical research community, we are obliged to use

statistical techniques optimally to answer our research

questions as we use data collected from patients who

volunteer to participate in research. As stated by the

Ethical Guidelines for Statistical Practice of the American

Statistical Association, the person doing the analysis (not

just the statistician) should have a competent understand-

ing of the subject matter and use sound statistical meth-

odologies suitable to the data [10]. This requires a basic

understanding of the statistical techniques used at a level

where it is at least known when it is important to consult a

methodologist.

In conclusion, as a clinical epidemiologist, I highly support

this series and hope that there will be more papers about

statistical techniques that are useful for our research as, for

instance, techniques to model categorical outcomes. I hope

this and the forthcoming paper will be kept in files of clinical

researchers for future reference so that the statistical models

we develop will be clinically useful.
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